
 



A NOTE FROM MATT FAIRCLOUGH,  
OPEN CIRCUIT FESTIVAL, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Welcome to the University of Liverpool’s 2016 Open Circuit Festival. I am very proud of what we have achieved this 

year in creating another diverse and engaging programme of New Music. The Festival has assembled several strands: 

newly composed live film music; special guest composers; and as always, premieres by University composers Benjamin 

Hackbarth, Oliver Carman and myself. We received over 200 submissions for our International Acousmatic Music and 

Audio-visual Composition Competition, the best of which will be heard in Wednesday evening’s showcase concert.

We are especially delighted to be hosting an evening with Britain’s foremost composer, Sir Harrison Birtwistle. In 

collaboration with conductor Clark Rundell and the RLPO’s Ensemble 10/10, we present a concert of some of Birtwistle’s 

classic works. The concert, including a conversation between the composer and Dr David Beard, a musicologist based 

at Cardiff University, promises to be a highlight in the Festival.

“His music is a vital, essential, life force which you need to hear…. Listen to the opening of his 1982 ensemble piece Secret 

Theatre, and be pinned to your seat with the music’s unstoppable energy.” Tom Service, The Guardian.

Another highlight will be the Wednesday Lunchtime concert, featuring world-renowned trombonist John Kenny playing 

new music on a reconstruction of the 2000 year old Carnyx.

The Ian Buckle Trio will perform Benjamin Hackbarth’s latest work, as well as premiering a new piece by one of our 

guest composers, Martin Iddon from Leeds University. We also look forward to welcoming guest composer Manuella 

Blackburn, based at Liverpool Hope University, who will lead a workshop in Acousmatic Music and sound diffusion. 

This year our focus on live music performance with silent films has led to a collaboration between our PhD composers 

and FACT, and an wonderful concert by two of Britain’s most innovative talents, pianist Joanna MacGregor and 

saxophonist Andy Sheppard, who play their stunning new soundtrack for F.W. Murnau’s 1927 silent film masterpiece, 

Sunrise: A Song of Two Humans. In our final concert, The Guild Sound Collective will also play film music by PhD student 

Daniel Fallon, who will explain his unique compositional approach.

Finally, I would like to thank the School of Arts and the University for their continuing support of Open Circuit. Their 

generous funding has  made it possible to produce a larger, wider-reaching and even more ambitious Festival. I must also 

thank all my colleagues in the University who have given their time and worked so hard to put the festival together. From 

the Department of Music: thanks to Dr Benjamin Hackbarth, Dr Oliver Carman, Professor Michael Spitzer and most of 

all to Michael Longworth for his impeccable organisation. I would also like to thank Jo Wood, Matt Hurst and Dr Helen 

Thomas for their skilled promotion and marketing this year.



FRIDAY 4 MARCH  7PM, THE WATERHOUSE CAFÉ

Christopher James & Gemma Sharples (violins), Kay Stephen (viola), Anna Menzies (cello)

Liquid Study 1  ..........................Benjamin Hackbarth

Black Angels ......................................... George Crumb

Liquid Study 1 (2015) is the first in a series of pieces that I intend 
to write to explore an imagined physics based on the behaviour of 
fluids.  Ideas such as turbulence, disruptions and ripples, surface 
tension, and the interaction of dissimilar liquids inspire both the 
gestural language and the formal design of this composition.  While 
the electronic and acoustic sounds often share certain articulative 
tendencies and a similar sense of gestural elasticity, they rarely fuse 
together as one.  Rather they behave much more like oil and water - 
two distinct entities which share a diaphanous boundary, inherently 
responsive to each other, yet stubbornly separate and divisible.  
Always filling each others’ voids, pulling when pushed and pushing 
when pulled.

This piece is warmly dedicated to Roger Reynolds, who taught me, 
among other things, that the act of searching for words to describe 
what you do invariably connects your music to the world around 
you.  I would like to thank the following researchers whose insights 
and ideas have inspired and enabled my work: Norbert Schnell, 
Gilbert Nouno, Joachim Goßmann, Arshia Cont, Diemo Schwarz and 
Philippe Esling. – BH



FRIDAY 4 MARCH  8PM, THE LEGGATE THEATRE

For this concert two world-class virtuosos come together to perform 
a stunning sound track to F.W. Murnau’s 1927 masterpiece of silent 
film Sunrise. Taking inspiration from the music of Tom Waits, Johnny 
Cash and traditional American spirituals, pianist Joanna MacGregor 
and jazz saxophonist Andy Sheppard create a live score that 
captures perfectly the contour of the film’s emotionally turbulent 
and occasionally humorous drama. More well-known for his 1922 film 
Nosferatu, an adaptation of Bram Stoker’s Dracula, Murnau made 
Sunrise in the twilight of the silent era, it became a swan-song for 
the vanishing medium and one of its greatest expressions, a story 
about innocence and experience, urban and rural America, love 
and violence. Pamela Hutchinson said in her recent Guardian film 
blog, “The best way to watch Sunrise is with no soundtrack, only live 
music, as was done on its release in Europe. This film is precious, not 
least because it belongs to a lost time – it’s one of the silent era’s final 
hurrahs.” MacGregor and Sheppard, joined by University composer 
Matt Fairclough, create a compelling and surprising new soundtrack 
for Sunrise, exploring the effect that music has on film and vice-versa

Sunrise: A Song of Two Humans

BENJAMIN HACKBARTH is currently head of composition 
at the University of Liverpool where he writes music for instruments 
and electronic sound. Benjamin has been named composer in 
residence for musical research and composer in research at IRCAM 
three times since 2010. He was also a composer affiliated with the 
Center for Research and Computing in the Arts (CRCA) and a Sonic 
Arts Researcher at CalIT2. He has had residencies at Cité des Arts, 
Centre Internationale de Récollets, Akademie Schloss Solitude and 
the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival. In addition to writing concert 
music, he has collaborated with other artists to create multimedia 
installations with realtime graphics, sound and motion tracking.  
Notable performances include those by the Arditti String Quartet, 
Ensemble InterContemporain, the L.A. Percussion Quartet, the Collage 
New Music Ensemble, Ensemble Orchestral Contemporain, Ensemble 
SurPlus and the Wet Ink Ensemble. His work has been presented 
in venues such as Cité de la Musique, Akademie Schloss Solitude, 
the MATA festival, SIGGRAPH, the Florida Electro-acoustic Music 
Festival, the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival, the Ingenuity Festival, 
E-Werk, the Pelt Gallery, the San Diego Museum of Art, the Los Angeles 
Municipal Art Gallery, the Roulette Concert Space and Espace de 
Projection at IRCAM. Benjamin’s music can be heard on CD releases by 
the Carrier Records and EMF labels.

Black Angels (1970)

Thirteen Images From the Dark Land 
I. Departure 
1. Threnody I: Night of the Electric Insects 
2. Sounds of Bones and Flutes 
3. Lost Bells 
4. Devil-music 
5. Danse Macabre 
II. Absence 
6. Pavana Lachrymae 
7. Threnody II: Black Angels! 
8. Sarabanda de la Muerte Oscura 
9. Lost Bells (Echo) 
III. Return 
10. God-music 
11. Ancient Voices 
12. Ancient Voices (Echo) 
13. Threnody III: Night of the Electric Insects

Black Angels was conceived as a kind of parable on our troubled 
contemporary world. The work portrays a voyage of the soul. The three 
stages of this voyage are Departure (fall from grace), Absence (spiritual 
annihilation) and Return (redemption).

The numerological symbolism of Black Angels, while perhaps not 
immediately perceptible to the ear, is nonetheless quite faithfully 
reflected in the musical structure. These ‘magical’ relationships are 
variously expressed: e.g., in terms of length, groupings of single tones, 
durations, patterns of repetition, etc. ... There are several allusions to 
tonal music: a quotation from Schubert’s Death and the Maiden quartet; 
an original Sarabanda; the sustained B-major tonality of God-Music; 
and several references to the Latin sequence Dies Irae (Day of Wrath).  
The work abounds in conventional musical symbolisms such as the 
Diabolus in Musica (the interval of the tritone) and the Trillo Di Diavolo 
(the Devil’s Trill, after Tartini). - GC

GEORGE CRUMB was born in Charleston, West Virginia, in 1929. 
He studied at the Mason College of Music in Charleston and studied 
for the Master’s degree at the University of Illinois, Champaign-
Urbana. He continued his studies at the Hochschule für Musik, Berlin, 
and received a DMA from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Crumb’s music often juxtaposes contrasting musical styles. The 
references range from music of the Western art-music tradition to 
hymns and folk music to non-Western musics. Many of Crumb’s 
works include programmatic, symbolic, mystical and theatrical 
elements, which are often reflected in his beautiful and meticulously 
notated scores. 

Crumb has been honored with festivals devoted to his music from 
Los Angeles to Moscow, and from Scandinavia to South America. 
He is the winner of a 2001 Grammy Award and the 1968 Pulitzer 
Prize in Music, and was named Musical America’s Composer of the 
Year in 2004. He retired from his teaching position at the University 
of Pennsylvania after more than 30 years of service. Awarded 
honorary doctorates by numerous universities and the recipient of 
dozens of awards and prizes, he makes his home in Pennsylvania. 
Crumb’s music is published by C.F. Peters and the ongoing series of 
“Complete Crumb” recordings, supervised by the composer, is being 
issued on Bridge Records.

THE GILDAS QUARTET has been praised for its ‘refreshing 
approach’ and ‘exciting precision’. It is fast establishing itself as one 
of the most exciting young ensembles to emerge in recent years. As 
Park Lane Group Young Artists, City Music Foundation Artists, and 
winners of a Tunnell Trust Concert Award, the quartet has performed 
to critical acclaim across the UK and Europe, at major venues 
including the Purcell Room and Wigmore Hall and live on BBC Radio 
3.

Passionate performers of repertoire both old and new, the 
quartet has had the privilege of working with both Colin Matthews 
and Sir Harrison Birtwistle on performing the composers’ recent 
string quartets at London’s Southbank Centre and The Forge. 
The quartet performed live via video link in New York’s Carnegie 
Hall with the American Composers’ Orchestra, giving the world 
première of Ray Lustig’s Latency Canons which received a 
glowing 4-star review in the New York Times. 

The Gildas Quartet has enjoyed a busy 2015 season including 
recitals at the Two Moors Festival, Hampton Court Palace, the 
Conway Hall and Purcell Room, and an extensive Scottish tour 
reaching from Edinburgh to Orkney. The quartet is delighted to 
have recently been appointed Junior Fellows at the Birmingham 
Conservatoire.



JOANNA 
MACGREGOR is one of 
the world’s most innovative 
musicians, appearing as a 
concert pianist, curator and 
collaborator.  Head of Piano at 
the Royal Academy of Music 
and Professor of the University 
of London, Joanna MacGregor 
is also the Artistic Director 
of Dartington International 
Summer School & Festival.

As a solo artist Joanna has performed in over seventy countries and 
appeared with many eminent conductors – Pierre Boulez, Sir Colin 
Davis, Valery Gergiev, Sir Simon Rattle and Michael Tilson Thomas 
amongst them – and orchestras, including London Symphony 
and Sydney Symphony orchestras, Chicago, Melbourne and Oslo 
Philharmonic orchestras, the Berlin Symphony and Salzburg Camerata. 
She has premiered many landmark compositions, ranging from Sir 
Harrison Birtwistle and Django Bates to John Adams and James 
MacMillan. She performs regularly at major venues throughout 
the world, including Wigmore Hall, Southbank Centre and the 
Barbican in London, Sydney Opera House, Leipzig Gewandhaus, the 
Concertgebouw in Amsterdam and the Mozarteum in Salzburg.

Multimedia is of great interest to Joanna MacGregor, and in 
2003, working closely with Liverpool University composer Matt 
Fairclough, she toured China with Crossborder; created with Jin 
Xing’s Contemporary Dance Theatre of Shanghai, it combined 
Chinese traditional music with computer technology and film.

ANDY SHEPPARD 
is an ECM recording artist, 
bandleader and composer, 
one of Europe’s leading 
saxophonists and one of a 
very few British musicians 
to have made a significant 
impact on the international 
jazz scene, playing and 
writing for settings from solo 
to big band and chamber 
orchestra. Sheppard has 
composed over 350 works that 

incorporate a strong and characteristic sense of lyricism alongside a 
very personal use of rhythms from Asia, Africa and South America.

Sheppard has been described as a serial collaborator, playing, 
recording and developing new music with artists as varied as Brazilian 
percussionist Nana Vasconcelos, Indian violinist L. Shankar, English 
folk musician Kathryn Tickell, contemporary classical composer-
performers John Harle and Joanna MacGregor, singer songwriter 
John Martyn, and a myriad of leading jazz figures, including the 
rare hat-trick of three of the seminal composers in contemporary 
Jazz – Carla Bley, George Russell and the late Gil Evans.

MATT FAIRCLOUGH is a composer and the Director of 
Music Technology. He lectures on the creative applications of 
Music Technologies in both Popular and Classical music. His 
research is practice-based focusing on composing for acoustic 
instruments with real-time electronic processing. Matthew founded 
and is Artistic Director of the Open Circuit Festival, a festival of 
new music, sonic art and audio-visual media, which runs annually 
at the University of Liverpool. Matthew regularly works with many 
high profile performers, composers and organisations. These 
have included Joanna MacGregor, Andy Sheppard, Joby Burgess, 
Jonathan Harvey, Luciano Berio, Britten Sinfonia, Psappha, 
Ensemble 10/10, Smith Quartet and Sound Intermedia.

SATURDAY 5 MARCH  7.30PM, THE LEGGATE THEATRE

Bach Measures  ...........................Harrison Birtwistle

Tragoedia .........................................Harrison Birtwistle

INTERVAL

Secret Theatre .............................Harrison Birtwistle



Bach Measures

Nun komm’ der Heiden Heiland BWV 599
Ich ruf’ zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ BWV 639
Herr Gott, nun schleuss Himmel auf BWV 617
Christe, du Lamm Gottes BWV 619
Erstanden is der Heil’ge Christ BWV 628
In dir ist Freude BWV 615
O Mensch, bewein’ dein’ Sunde gross BWV 622
Durch Adam’s Fall ist ganz verderbt BWV 637

In the early 1970s Birtwistle was involved in the formation of 
the clarinet-based ensemble Matrix, and composed a series 
of works for the group which included Nenia: The Death of 
Orpheus and La Plage. In 1975 he also made arrangements for 
soprano and three clarinets of five chorale preludes from J S 
Bach’s Orgel-Buchlien and it is to that collection, assembled by 
Bach between 1713 and 1716, that Birtwistle returned for Bach 
Measures, though only one of the preludes included in the original 
set, Durch Adam’s Fall ist ganz verderbt, was used again.

As the title suggests, there is more Bach than Birtwistle in Bach 
Measures. Birtwistle’s eight arrangements were originally conceived 
for the basic instrumentation of the London Sinfonietta and stick 
closely to Bach’s organ pieces; they are much more concerned with 
laying bare the skeleton of each of the pieces rather than imposing 
other layers of material on top of the originals. Lines are teased 
out: the chorales themselves may be passed between groups of 
instruments, and the melodic decoration applied in filigree above 
them, as in O Mensch, bewein’ dein’ Sunde gross where the heavily 
chromatic cantilena is shared by the alto flute and the clarinet; 
elsewhere pedal lines may move into the middle or upper registers. 
In the extrovert In dir ist Freude the bell-like pedal ostinato is shared 
between the three brass instruments, while in the final Durch 
Adam’s Fall the highly descriptive falling sevenths of the pedal line 
open the piece on the bass trombone and then pass to the bassoon 
and bass clarinet before returning to the trombone once again.
© Andrew Clements 

Tragoedia

Prologue – Parados – Episodion – Stasimon – Episodion – Exodus

Birtwistle’s aim in Tragoedia was always quite specific – ‘to bridge 
the gap between “absolute music” and theatre music’: to do that 
he sought to relate the sections of the piece to elements of Greek 
tragedy, and to assign to the ten instrumentalists specific dramatic 
functions. In Greek tragedy the basic opposition is between the 
chorus and the individual; in Tragoedia  (the title means ‘goat 
dance’) the cello and the horn are the solo protagonists, the harp an 
intermediary, and by assigning these roles Birtwistle gives himself 
a network of relationships that can be made musically potent.

‘The essence of the work’s structure’, writes Birtwistle, ‘is 
symmetry’, and the whole work pivots around its central, absolutely 
becalmed movement, the ‘Stasimon’. From that still centre 
the work radiates forwards and backwards in two episodes 
(‘Episodion’), in which the duel between the horn and cello is most 
urgently joined, leading in the second to an ecstatic resolution 
of their conflict; and outside these to a ‘Parados’ and ‘Exodos’ 
that explore the material allotted to the wind quintet and string 
quartet. The Prologue lies outside the symmetry, serving to 
introduce the characters of the drama – the horn, cello and harp.

SECRET THEATRE is copy to follow

HARRISON BIRTWISTLE is one of the leading European figures 
in contemporary music. His works combine modernist aesthetic 
with mythic power and emotional impact frequently taking their 
inspiration from contemporary art and the rituals of classical 

mythology and pre-history. Orchestral works of recent decades 
include Panic composed for the Last Night of the BBC Proms, The 
Shadow of Night commissioned by the Cleveland Orchestra and 
concertos for violinist Christian Tetzlaff and pianist Pierre-Laurent 
Aimard. Stageworks include The Last Supper for Glyndebourne, The 
Minotaur for The Royal Opera, The Io Passion, The Corridor and The 
Cure. Noted Birtwistle conductors include Boulez, Howarth, Eötvös, 
Knussen, Rattle, Dohnányi, Barenboim and Pappano.  Birtwistle 
was the Winner of 1986 Grawemeyer Award, 1995 Siemens Prize 
and 2015 Wihuri Sibelius Prize. His music is available on the Decca, 
Deutsche Grammophon, Teldec, Etcetera, NMC, Black Box and 
CPO labels and The Minotaur is available on DVD from Opus Arte.

DAVID BEARD is Senior Lecturer in Music at Cardiff 
University. He is the author of Harrison Birtwistle’s Operas 
and Music Theatre (Cambridge University Press, 2012) and 
he has published on Birtwistle in Music Analysis, Twentieth-
Century Music and the Cambridge Opera Journal. He has 
contributed chapters on Birtwistle, Peter Maxwell Davies 
and Judith Weir in various books, including Ancient Drama 
in Music for the Modern Stage (2010), Peter Maxwell Davies 
Studies (Cambridge University Press, 2009), and Dichotonies: 
Music and Gender (Universitäts Winter Heidelberg, 2009).

Founded in 1997, ENSEMBLE 10/10 is the contemporary music 
group of the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra. The award-
winning Ensemble 10/10 performs a mix of new and established 
repertoire. As well as supporting local composers – most concerts 
include music from Merseyside or the North West – Ensemble 
10/10 also explores the best new music from around the world.  
Ensemble 10/10 made their debut outside Liverpool at the 
2000 Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival and has since 
performed across the UK, including at the Glastonbury Festival 
and numerous times at the Royal Northern College of Music in 
Manchester. In 2010, Ensemble 10/10 made their Wigmore Hall 
debut in collaboration with the Al Farabi concerto series. In 2012 
they performed Emily Howard’s Zátopek! at the Southbank Centre 
as part of New Music 20x12, part of the London 2012 Cultural 
Olympiad. In November 2015, their debut at Buxton Opera House 
included the world premiere of Nigel Osborne’s Bosnian Voices, 
which they subsequently performed at Liverpool’s St. George’s Hall 
Concert Room. Ensemble 10/10 enjoys an on-going relationship 
with BBC Radio 3, who have broadcast several concerts. 

CLARK RUNDELL is renowned for his innate affinity for the 
most intricate and demanding of works. As a contemporary 
music specialist he has established himself as a highly sought-
after guest conductor, working with many of the world’s leading 
orchestras, opera houses and ensembles. Rundell also regularly 
conducts the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra’s new 
music group, Ensemble 10/10, recently receiving two RPS 
awards. As a specialist in cross-genre collaboration Rundell 
has conducted orchestral projects with artists such as Elvis 
Costello, Esperanza Spalding and the Wayne Shorter Quartet 
and has given numerous world premières of works by composers 
including Django Bates and Mark-Anthony Turnage.

MONDAY 7 MARCH  7.30PM, THEATRE 3, FACT

At the University of Liverpool we asked four postgraduate 
composers to write collaboratively an instrumental/electronic 
film score to be performed alongside Walther Ruttmann’s 
1927 silent film Berlin: Symphony of a Metropolis.  Ruttmann’s 
classic film is parsed into five acts, each of which presents 
a montage of daily life in the Weimar Republic’s capital.  
Each composer wrote music for one of the first four acts 
individually.  The final act was composed collaboratively by 
all four composers, each reinterpreting and repurposing 
melodic, harmonic and rhythmic ideas from a previous act.

The result is music fit for purpose.  The variety of musical voices that 
you will hear over the course of the film reflects the diversity of that 
which is on screen.  The kaleidoscopic recycling of musical material 
in Act V alludes to a theme which underpins the film’s construction: 
one cannot capture the essence of a city with a single frame of 
reference or though a single voice; rather one must affirm the variety 
of a pluralistic society and embrace the by-products of cohabitation. 

We would like to thank the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, FACT, 
and Clark Rundell for making this evening’s concert possible.

Act I ...................................................................Daniel Fallon

Act II .......................................... Isabel Benito-Gutierrez 

Act III ................................................................. Andy Graley

Act IV .................................................................. Liam Carey

Act V ....................................................all four composers



Programme note/comments from the composers 
on their contribution to this work

Act I - Daniel Fallon: The construction of Berlin profoundly affected 
how I wrote my music For example, one of the defining contrasts 
of Act 1 is that between motion and stasis, which is reflected by 
contrasts within the different sections in the score to Act 1. 

Act II - Isabel Benito-Gutierrez: Berlin, Symphony of a Metropolis 
is not based on conventional storytelling, it is more about the 
phenomenon of motion and that which the images evoke. 

Act III - Andy Graley: Engaging with film changes how I approach 
composition, studying its form, subject and movement guides 
my imagination. The film’s use of timed imagery and pace was 
significant in my approach to this composition. For example I 
wanted to parallel the sense of motion felt throughout Act III, which 
uses human mobility as its main subject, and so I wrote music 
with contrasting sections and motivic content which were a direct 
response to the film’s varying modes of transport and subject matter. 

Act IV - Liam Carey: I tried to support the story and what I felt the 
directors were trying to convey. One thematic feature of the film 
I was keen to reflect was the sense of opposition between ‘real/
artificial’ and ‘natural/unnatural’, which I did through contrasting 
the music of the live ensemble and the electronics. Also the 
timing of the film was a big factor in my composition, firstly as 
something to be strictly adhered to, and then as something to 
be completely ignored. This contrast of being in and then out of 
sync with the film was an important structural element for me.

Act 5: collaborations - How did collaborating 
change your music and your approach?

Part 1 - Liam Carey using the ideas of Andy Graley. “It 
was important for me that the theme be clearly recognisable 
in relation to the original, so I didn’t change it much at all, 
either in terms of the idea itself or the general style.”

Part 2 - Andy Graley using the ideas of Isabel Benito-Gutierrez. 
“To have immediate access to someone else’s rhythmic, melodic 
and tonal palate did feel a little like cheating, but merging 
their ideas with your own created its own problems and mixed 
feelings: appreciation, responsibility and mindfulness.”

Part 3 - Isabel Benito-Gutierrez using the ideas of Dan Fallon: 
“While I was working with this material I was unsure if the elements 
I had picked were really important for Daniel, or if I was just 
trying to find patterns or gestures that I am used to working with, 
but I noticed the selected components were clearly persistent, 
and so I applied my own vision and development to them.”

Part 4 - Daniel Fallon using the ideas of Liam Carey: “I 
found the collaborative element is quite refreshing. I must 
confess, I hadn’t expected to, but in some ways you’re 
liberated. Having to respond to someone else’s ideas 
prompts you to break stifling, psychological habits.”  

LIAM CAREY (b. 1980) is a composer of contemporary classical 
music, both instrumental and electronic. Originally from London, 
he is currently based in Liverpool, where he is working towards 
a PhD in Composition, focusing his research on exploring the 
concepts of consonance and dissonance, and seeing whether 
these ideas can be applied to areas of music other than harmony. 
Strongly influenced by composers such as Alvin Lucier and James 
Tenney, he is particularly interested in using an understanding 
of auditory perception and cognitive psychology to write 
pieces that play with the listeners’ experience of the music.

DANIEL FALLON has practiced music as a player and composer 
since his early teens and carried the interest forward into higher-
education where he completed undergraduate and Masters degrees 

in music at the University of Liverpool.  While in university he worked 
commercially producing music and sound for short films, theatre 
productions and adverts. He is currently pursuing a PhD in Music 
Composition closely connected with the Open Circuit festival.

His commercial experience greatly informs his current work 
which strives towards a method of electroacoustic composition 
for audiovisual media.  The primary focus of his work is the 
interaction between recorded or ‘found’ sounds and ‘sound 
effects’, and instrumental musicianship.  Through this relationship 
he aims to unify these elements aesthetically as much as 
possible into one, coherent composition which contributes 
to an explicit, sonic impression of objects and environments 
on-screen as well as upholding music’s more conventional 
function in audiovisual media of implicit signification.”

From his early teens ANDREW GRALEY has had a close 
connection with music, it was only during his late thirties 
that he realised that this relationship should be closer. The 
decision to leave a successful career in horticulture to read 
Music at the University of Liverpool felt daunting but right. 
Andrew thrived at university and recent highlights include:

a performance of his composition Inharmonic Flux at the University 
of Liverpool’s School of Music 50th anniversary concert (performed 
by an ensemble from The Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra), 
co-managing the Lunchtime concert series 2013-14, co-chairing 
the student/staff liaison committee and graduating with 1st class 
honors. Andrew is currently studying MMus in applied music 
technology and composition at the University of Liverpool. 

ISABEL BENITO GUTIÉRREZ (1981) was born in Santander (Spain) 
where she studied piano at the Conservatoire with M. Isabel Charlón. 
Guided by Antonio Noguera she started to become very interested 
in harmony and counterpoint and she moved to Barcelona to study 
composition at ESMuC.  There she studied with Luis Naón and 
Mauricio Sotelo and attended seminars and masterclasses by 
Lasse Thoresen, Daniel Teruggi, Hilda Paredes, Kaija Saariaho and 
many others. Currently she combines her job as music educator 
with pursuing a Master of Research in Music Composition at the 
University of Liverpool being mentored by Dr. Benjamin Hackbarth.

RLPO ENSEMBLE 10/10 (see p. XX)

CLARK RUNDELL (see p. XX)

TUESDAY 8 MARCH  7.30PM, LEGGATE THEATRE

Jonathan Aasgaard (cello), Ian Buckle (piano) and Julian Warburton (percussion)

Sonata for Cello and Piano ...............Elliott Carter

Moderato – Vivace – Adagio - Allegro

Synchronisms no. 6 ................... Mario Davidovsky

Momentary Expanse.......................... Tristan Perich

Papillion Postcards ........................ Anthony Gilbert

INTERVAL

Λιμνάδες (limnades) .............................Martin Iddon

Dot Matrix Dialect .................Benjamin Hackbarth



Sonata for cello and piano. When I was asked in 1947 to write a 
work for the American cellist Bernard Greenhouse, I immediately 
began to consider the relation of the cello and piano, and came 
to the conclusion that since there were such great differences 
in expression and sound between them, there was no point in 
concealing these as had usually been done in works of the sort. 
Rather it could be meaningful to make these very differences one of 
the points of the piece. So the opening Moderato presents the cello 
in its warm expressive character, playing a long melody in rather free 
style, while the piano percussively marks a regular clock-like ticking. 
This in interrupted in various ways, probably (I think) to situate it in 
a musical context that indicated that the extreme disassociation 
between the two is neither a matter of random or indifference 
but to be heard as having an intense, almost fateful character.

The Vivace, a breezy treatment of a type of pop music, verges on 
a parody of some Americanizing colleagues of the time. Actually 
it makes explicit the undercurrent of jazz technique suggested 
in the previous movement by the freely performed melody 
against a strict rhythm. The following Adagio is a long, expanding, 
recitative-like melody for the cello, all its phrases interrelated by 
metric modulations. The finale, Allegro, like the second movement 
based on pop rhythms, is a free rondo with numerous changes 
of speed that end up by returning to the beginning of the first 
movement with the roles of the cello and piano reversed.

As I have said, the idea of metrical modulation came to me while 
writing this piece, and its use becomes more elaborated from 
the second movement on. The first movement, written last after 
the concept had been quite thoroughly explored, presents one 
of the piece’s basic ideas: the contrast between psychological 
time (in the cello) and the chronometric time (in the piano), their 
combination producing musical or “virtual” time. The whole is one 
large motion in which all the parts are interrelated in speed and 
often in idea; even the breaks between movements are slurred over. 
That is: at the end of the second movement, the piano predicts the 
notes and speed of the cello’s opening of the third, while the cello’ 
conclusion of the third predicts in a similar way the piano’s opening 
of the fourth, and this movement concludes with a return to the 
beginning in a circular way like Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake.  - EC

Elliott Carter “One of America’s most distinguished creative artists 
in any field” (Aaron Copland). Carter’s intricate, mercurial work 
often mirrors human interactions and relationships. His late creative 
burst yielded an outpouring of major orchestral scores, along with 
numerous chamber works, in a style marked by transparency and 
clarity of texture, with a new directness of formal design. His music 
has been championed by leading conductors including Boulez, 
Barenboim, Knussen, Dohnányi, Levine, Gielen, Holliger and Morlot. 
His many awards include official recognition from the governments 
of France, Germany, Italy, and the U.S.  Carter was awarded two 
Pulitzer Prizes (String Quartet No. 2, 1960; String Quartet No. 3, 1973).

Synchronisms No. 6, for piano and electronic sound (1970), was 
awarded the Pulizter Prize for Music in 1971.  The Pulitzer jury 
found that the piece, “shows mastery of a new medium and its 
imaginative use in combination with the solo pianoforte.” It was 
written for pianist Robert Miller who gave the first performance 
on 19 August 1970.  Synchronisms is a series of twelve musical 
compositions for solo or ensemble live instruments and pre-
recorded tape composed by Mario Davidovsky at the Columbia-
Princeton Electronic Music Center, the first dating from 1963. 
Davidovsky explains that, “One of the central ideas of these pieces 
is the search to find ways of embedding both the acoustic and the 
electronic into a single, coherent musical and aesthetic space.”
Mario Davidovsky is a leading American composer, particularly 
noted for compositions combining live musical instruments with 
pre-taped electronic music. He came from a devout Jewish family 
in Buenos Aires. In 1958 he went to the United States to hear 
his Noneto played at Tanglewood and to study at the Berkshire 

Music Center with Milton Babbitt. There he met Aaron Copland 
who advised him to make his career in the United States. His 
earliest electronic music attracted favourable attention for its 
inventiveness, exuberance and tight musical logic. His electronic 
music is very “busy.” This density of expression is intended to 
overcome the problem that arises from the fact that tape music 
never achieves new interpretations, due to its fixed nature. Due to 
the large number of events that take place in a Davidovsky piece, 
the listener generally finds himself noticing something new or 
different on subsequent rehearings. He is by no means primarily 
an “electronic music composer.” On his list of compositions the 
pieces for standard instruments outnumber those with electronics. 
He was greatly influenced by Anton Webern’s serialism, but as 
time went on he adopted a wider range of techniques and styles.

Momentary Expanse I am interested in the threshold between 
the abstract world of computation and the physical world around 
us. Scored for traditional instrumentation combined with 1-bit 
electronics, these compositions are duets between musicians 
and code, exploring an interest in foundations of electronic sound. 
The simplest electronic tones can be created by sending on and 
off pulses of electricity to a speaker, creating an oscillation at the 
desired pitch. These pulses are represented digitally in binary 
as 1-bit information, where a 1 or 0 signifies the corresponding 
electrical state. When working with 1-bit waveforms, data is 
equivalent to sound; no higher-level translation is needed. -TC
Tristan Perich’s (New York) work is inspired by the aesthetic 
simplicity of math, physics and code. The WIRE Magazine describes 
his compositions as “an austere meeting of electronic and organic.” 
1-Bit Music, his 2004 release, was the first album ever released as 
a microchip, programmed to synthesize his electronic composition 
live. His latest circuit album, 1-Bit Symphony (Cantaloupe, 2010) 
has received critical acclaim, called “sublime” (New York Press), 
and the Wall Street Journal said “its oscillations have an intense, 
hypnotic force and a surprising emotional depth.” His award winning 
work coupling 1-bit electronics with traditional forms in both music 
(Active Field, Observations) and visual art (Machine Drawings, 
Microtonal Wall) has been presented around the world, from Sonar 
and Ars Electronica to the Whitney Museum and bitforms gallery.

Papillions. The pianist Kate Dixon commissioned these three 
little pieces for an ambitious Postcard Project she devised for the 
European Piano Teachers’ conference held at the Royal Northern 
College of Music in 2005.  All pieces were to be issued on A5-sized 
postcards.  For these three the pianist would be invited to imagine 
sending home pictures of butterflies seen on the French side of 
the Pyrenees – butterflies I myself had seen while camping there 
in the 1980s.  They may be performed in any order, or singly.
Gavarnie :  a smallish, gentle, dark brown butterfly, bronze-tinted, 
with beady ringlet eyes on each wing.
Manto ringlet :  higher up in the Pyrenees, a small, very dark brown 
butterfly, blown hither and thither by the wind before coming to rest 
on a bush.
Mountain small white :  a beautiful, delicately-shaped butterfly, white 
with a touch of gold, engaging in elegant, airy flutterings in a warm 
wind. -AG

ANTHONY GILBERT was born in London in 1934 and took up 
composition seriously in the early 1960s after five years of study 
with Alexander Goehr. For ten years he was closely involved in the 
promotion and publication of new music in London and then moved 
to the North West of England, first as Granada Arts Fellow at the 
University of Lancaster and then to establish a new composition 
department at the Royal Northern College of Music, where he was 
Director of Composition Studies until his retirement in 1999. Gilbert 
has a close association with the musical life of Australia. Much 
of his later music owes its origin to the birdsong of this land and 
much, too, has its technical roots in the classical music of the Indian 
subcontinent, in which he has been interested for three decades. 

Λιμνάδες (limnades)

You should see us try to fix numbers on our slates.
Not the cuneiform weapons of swordfish could aid us
when rounding off near an estuary.
Doing arithmetic, we turn color like the octopus.
Geometry is just as difficult - adding aquaeous angles
during rough winds made one of the Limnades weep.
(We weep anyway, by our hems and hair ends.)
But counting spirals and stripes on shelly things delights us:
noticing series voiced by cicadas, likewise
There’s solace in the horizon: the nothingness above
divided by this teemingness below
makes room, which we come to figure.
-Ange Mlinko, ‘Naiad Math’

Λιμνάδες (limnades) has no score, only parts for each instrument, 
divided into a number of small modules. These modules should be 
performed in order, with silences between each module. Silence 
may also precede the first module or follow the final module: a 
part may begin or end in silence. These silences may be of any 
duration, including very long durations, within the restriction that 
the piece is expected to last any duration between 15 and 20 
minutes. Each of the modules containing repeated notes may, itself, 
be repeated as many times as desired. The number of repeats 
may, too, lead to a module having a very long duration. - MI

MARTIN IDDON studied composition and musicology at the 
Universities of Durham and Cambridge, and has also studied 
composition privately with Steve Martland, Chaya Czernowin, 
and Steven Kazuo Takasugi. His musicological research has 
largely focused on post-war music in Germany and the United 
States of America. As a composer he has worked with numerous 
ensembles and performers, across Europe, North America, and 
Australasia, including Ensemble SurPlus, Ensemble Modelo62, 
Either/Or, ekmeles, the Kairos Quartett, 175 East, note inègales, Eva 
Zöllner, Catherine Laws, and Rei Nakamura. His music has been 
featured on the Österreichischer Rundfunk, Radio New Zealand 
and on BBC Radio 3 and is published by Composers Edition.

DOT MATRIX DIALECT is music composed of points.  These 
points populate the gestural language of the instruments and 
the electronics.  On the one hand these points are content 
being transitory, being indivisible, adding emphatic punctuation 
without having any clear ideas to punctuate.  On the other hand 
these points are desperate to be building blocks, to form the 
seductive curvature of glyphs and characters, to spell out words 
and assemble thoughts, to migrate into the sky and form the 
shapes that tell stories.  But, alas, they are only points. - BH

BENJAMIN HACKBARTH (for biography please see p. XX)
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Voice of the Carnyx ..................................John Kenny

Carnyx and Electronics

Multiplex ..........................................................John Kenny

Trombone and Electronics

Lifeline ...................................................... Matt Fairclough

Trombone, Video and Electronics



Voice of the Carnyx. As a modern brass player it is fairly easy to 
get a sound out of the carnyx in the conventional manner - however, 
because the tube and “mouthpiece” aperture are so wide the breath 
disappears very quickly. One blast and it’s all over! I found I could 
achieve a range of nearly five octaves, with a most unusual overtone 
series and some overtones much stronger than others. In addition, 
the wooden tongue becomes a percussion instrument as it moves 
inside the head; the head itself has a bronze “soft-palette”, and so 
the sound emerges through a divided resonating gourd. The full 
range of brass players tonguing effects can readily be employed 
- but to find a distinctive voice for the carnyx, I believe one must 
look closely at the instrument itself, and what it represents: a wild 
boar. This beast, once common throughout northern Europe, was 
a terrifying adversary, fast, powerful and vicious - and totemic to 
the Celts. The scream of this animal is shrill and almost human - 
and so I have combined my voice frequently with the instrumental 
sound, to try to animate it. Finally, to overcome the problem of lack 
of sustaining power, I have incorporated the technique of circular 
breathing, further bending the sound by changing the shape of the 
oral cavity in exactly the same manner in which we produce the 
varied vowel sounds of speech. Given the ancient Celtic predilection 
for drones in music, I think it is not too far-fetched to imagine that 
these people learned how to circular breath - many other ancient 
cultures have done so, most notably Australia’s Aboriginal folk, 
who’s Didgeridoo is the world’s most ancient lip-reed instrument.
The Voice of The Carnyx was recorded in the splendid glass-
vaulted hall of the National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh, on 
May 24 1993. John Whiting recorded the individual tracks and 
then played them back in the space, with me playing “sound-
on -sound in “real time”. The final section, an amalgam of ideas 
from the rest of the piece, was then subject to live digital sound 
transformation. This is the first ever notated piece for the carnyx, 
and the first composition for the instrument for at least 1,800 
years - since then many composers have written for it, in a huge 
variety of combinations. The carnyx has sprung back to life, and 
I hope that other players will now help to enrich its voice. - JC

Multiplex for solo trombone, electronic sound scape and live 
electronics, was composed in 2008 whilst I was composer in 
residence at the Xenakis Centre, then located at the Couvent de 
Sainte Marie de La Tourette. This iconic structure is a Dominican 
priory surrounded by forest, high in the hills above Lyon, France. 
Designed by architect the architect Le Corbusier, with Iannis 
Xenakis as architectural engineer, it was constructed between 1956 
and 1960. La Tourette is designated a World Heritage site, and is 
an iconic example of Le Corbusier’s modernist style, sometimes 
described as “brutalist”. It is also one of the most important 
examples of Xenakis’ work and an architect, and in the stained glass 
of the building Xenakis has converted the proportions of the audial 
harmonic spectrum into the spectrum of visible light. My piece was 
composed on one of the last remaining functional UPIC systems, 
designed by Xenakis to enable sound to be drawn and manipulated 
in a sculptural manner. Based on the tools and concepts used by 
engineers and architects, this enables sound to be treated like a 3 
dimensional object - a wonderful concept, which Xenakis developed 
at the CCMIX Institute in Paris during the last ten years of his life. 
Sadly, UPIC was never taken up by any leading software  company, 
and failed to become a commercially available technology.
Multiplex is entirely derived from the analyses of and visual sculpting 
of lip multiphonics and just three pure notes of the Bb harmonic 
series. Xenakis himself had a great interest in these phenomena, 
using them his writing for trombone both as a solo instrument and 
in chamber works. My inspiration is derived from the interplay of 
light and shadow in the surrounding forest, and moving reflections 
and shadows on the gaunt walls of the monastery. During the three 
weeks of my working on the piece, there were only two occupants 
of the entire, echoing, dark place: myself and German sound 
designer Stefan Tiedje. The stark, unadorned interior reflected 
and distorted all sound - footfalls, breath, speech, insects - and 
through the small windows, images and shadows from outside 

projected by sun or moonlight, took on extraordinary aspects. It 
was like being in a dream world, every corner turned producing 
a multiplicity of unexpected impressions: Multiplex. - JC

Trombonist and composer JOHN KENNY is internationally 
acclaimed for his interpretation of contemporary music, having 
performed and broadcast in over 50 nations to date. He also 
works extensively with improvisation and early music and is 
particularly active in collaboration with dance and theatre. In 1983 
he began his long collaboration with playwright Paul Stebbings 
and the TNT Theatre Company performing, composing and 
directing music for productions which continue to tour worldwide. 
He has also received commissions from London Contemporary 
Dance Theatre, Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival, the 
International Trombone Association, BBC Proms in The Park, 
American Drama Group Europe, The New Haven International 
Festival of Arts and Ideas (USA) the Festival d’ Angers, (France), 
Vokal Nord (Norway), CCMIX Institut (France), the Swedish Arts 
Council, Spanish Brass and the city of Wroclaw (Poland).
Since the early 1990s John has become increasingly involved 
with musical archaeology. In 1993 he became the first person for 
2000 years to play the great Celtic war horn known as the carnyx. 
He now lectures and performs on the carnyx internationally in 
the concert hall and on radio, television and film. In March 2003 
he performed his composition “The Voice of The Carnyx” to an 
audience of 65,000 in the Stade De France, Paris. In 2009 he 
undertook a month long lecture recital tour of the USA which 
included the world premier of his composition “Wild Stone” 
for alto flute and carnyx, and released his seventh solo album, 
“Embracing the Unknown” for trombone with harp & string quartet.
John Kenny is a founder member of the European Music 
Archaeology Project (EMAP) with whom he has worked to bring 
to fruition the reconstruction of many lip reed instruments of 
antiquity, including the magnificent Tintignac Carnyx, recently 
discovered in the Correze region of France, and the Etruscan litus 
and cornu.  John is a professor at both the Guildhall School of Music 
and Drama in London and The Royal Conservatoire of Scotland.

Lifeline I have been composing music for instruments, electronic 
sound and video for contemporary music performances since the 
1990s, and have always been interested in new ways of making 
these elements more unified and flexible - not fixed in advance. 
I have also been lucky enough to work with many remarkable, 
world-class performers and have witnessed them inject their unique 
interpretations and personalities into the music they play. There 
are so many variables in a performance; options and choices to be 
made that cannot all be captured in a single fixed recording. I want 
to extract some of the transitory qualities of expressiveness from 
musical communication and convert them into parameters that 
can be used to control electronic sound and visuals, with the goal 
of giving each performance more individuality and life. This is my 
first experiment with OpenGL (Open Graphics Library, normally 
used for video games or medical images) to create visuals that 
respond to the performer’s use of time, volume and timbre. - MC

MATTHEW FAIRCLOUGH (see p. XX)
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Tape/Machine ....................................... Oliver Carman

Ice Breaker ...................................Manuella Blackburn



Tape/Machine (2015). The sound material for this piece is 
primarily derived from recordings of a reel-to-reel tape recorder; 
including the whirring motors as the machine rewinds and fast 
forwards, the flicking switches turning it on and off and the 
scraping and flapping as the tape reaches its end. Alongside 
these sounds the handling of a tape cassette being slotted into a 
tape recorder can also be heard and various mechanical found 
sounds. The music itself explores themes of distance, approach 
and proximity as well as the layering of pitch and pulse.  - OC

OLIVER CARMAN is a lecturer in Music Technology at the 
University of Liverpool.He was awarded a PhD in electro-acoustic 
composition from the University of Manchester in 2011, where he 
was an active member of MANTIS (Manchester Theatre in Sound). 
Oliver’s primary output is acousmatic; music composed in the studio 
and performed in the concert hall through multiple loudspeakers. He 
also composes mixed music for live instruments and electroacoustic 
sound as well as having research interests in sound diffusion, the 
analysis of electroacoustic music, and the music of Francis Dhomont.
His work is regularly performed throughout the UK and 
internationally, and has also been recognised at several international 
competitions including;  IMEB (Bourges) 2007/2008 International 
Electroacoustic Competition “pierre schaeffer’ 2007 (2nd Prize), 
Diffusion Composition Competition 2010, Limerick (3rd Prize), 
Destellos Competition, Argentina 2012/2013/2014 (selection) and 
most recently 3rd Prize at The Engine Room Sonic Arts Competition. 

Ice Breaker (2015). When ice is placed into a glass of water it cracks 
and pops due to the phenomenon known as differential expansion. 
Because the water is warmer than the ice, the outer layer of the ice 
expands and fractures while the core stays cool. This micro-scale 
cracking was captured with tiny microphones inserted into tall drinks 
glasses and provided the concept for this composition. Additional 
sounds of effervescence, bubbling and pouring liquids were recorded 
to accompany the smaller ice sounds. This work follows on from my 
earlier works – Switched on (2011) and Time will tell (2013) that both 
explore the use of small sounds within an acousmatic context. New 
techniques for clustering small ice sounds were explored in this work 
along with Horacio Vaggione’s concept of micromontage. - MB

MANUELLA BLACKBURN is an electroacoustic music composer 
who specializes in acousmatic music creation. She has also 
composed for instruments and electronics, laptop ensemble 
improvisations, and music for dance. She studied Music at The 
University of Manchester (England, UK), followed by a Masters 
in Electroacoustic Composition. She became a member of 
Manchester Theatre in Sound (MANTIS) in 2006 and completed 
a PhD at The University of Manchester with Ricardo Climent in 
2010. Manuella Blackburn has worked in residence in the studios 
of EMPAC (Experimental Media and Performing Art Centre, 
New York) Miso Music (Lisbon, Portugal), EMS (Stockholm, 
Sweden), Atlantic Centre for the Arts (Florida, USA), and Kunitachi 
College of Music (Tokyo, Japan). Her music has been performed 
at concerts, festivals, conferences and gallery exhibitions in 
Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Portugal, Spain, 
Sweden, and the USA. Manuella Blackburn has received a number 
of international awards and prizes for her acousmatic music 
including: First Prize in the 7th Métamorphoses Acousmatic 
Composition Competition, (Musiques et Recherches, Brussels 
2012), First Prize in Musica Nova, (Czech Republic 2014), Grand 
Prize in the Digital Art Awards (Fujisawa, Japan, 2007), and First 
Prize in the 7th and 10th Concurso Internacional de Composição 
Electroacústica Música Viva (Lisbon, Portugal, 2006, ’09). She is 
currently Senior Lecturer in Music at Liverpool Hope University.

WEDNESDAY 9 MARCH  7.30PM, LEGGATE THEATRE

Ballisticory ....................................Nikos Stavropoulos 

Ring, Resonate, Resound .........................Leah Reid 

Nothing That Breathes .................. John Nichols III 

Voyage to the Magnetosphere  ...Andrew Graley

Âphâr ............................................... João Pedro Oliveira 

Ictus  ............................................Michael Sterling Smith

INTERVAL

Tape/Machine ....................................... Oliver Carman

Hyperesthesia .......................................... Levy Oliveira

Cenizas del Tiempo ..................Demian Rudel Rey 

Let the rain kiss you ...Grace-Evangeline Mason

Alchemical ..................................... Mitchell Herrmann

Icebreaker ....................................Manuella Blackburn



Ballisticory. The title of the work refers to a mode of seed dispersal. 
Fracturing of the seed pod releases stored elastic energy into 
kinetic energy launching its contents. The term reflects musical 
processes as well as timbral qualities of the work. The events 
portrayed in this piece are fictitious, and any resemblance to 
real events, past, present, or future, is entirely coincidental but 
highly probable. The work was awarded an honourable mention 
at Destellos Electroacoustic Music Competition 2015. - NS

NIKOS STAVROPOULOS was born in Athens in 1975. His works 
range from instrumental to tape and mixed media. He has composed 
music for video and dance and his music has been awarded 
mentions and prizes at international competitions (Bourges, 
2000,2002, Metamorphose, Brussels 2002, SCRIME, Bordeaux 
2003, Musica Miso, Potrugal, 2004, Metamorphose, Brussels 
2008, Punto de Encuentro Canarias International Electroacoustic 
Composition Competition 2008, Destellos Foundation 2015). Other 
interests include the performance practice of electroacoustic music, 
diffusion systems and teaching music and music technology. He 
is a member of Sonic Arts Network and Hellenic Electroacoustic 
Music Composers Association. He joined the Music, Sound & 
Performance Group at Leeds Metropolitan University in 2006 and is 
a founding member of the Echochroma New Music Research Group.

Ring, Resonate, Resound is an acousmatic composition written 
in homage to John Chowning. The piece tips its hat to Chowning’s 
Stria, Turenas, and the beautiful sonic landscape Chowning 
explored through his research and discovery of FM synthesis. 
Ring, Resonate, Resound is dedicated to him. The composition 
explores timbre through dozens of bell sounds, which provide 
the harmonic and timbral material, structure, foreground, and 
background for the piece. The composition is comprised of five 
sections, each examining a different set of bells and materials 
that interact with them. The piece begins thin and bright, then 
gradually increases in spectral and textural density until the 
listener is enveloped by a thick sound mass of ringing bells. The 
bells gently fade into waves of rich harmonic resonances. 

The piece was composed using a multidimensional timbre 
model Reid developed while at Stanford University. The model 
is based on perceptual timbre studies and has been used by the 
composer to explore the compositional applications of “timbre 
spaces” and the relationship between reverberant space and 
timbre, or rather the concept of “timbre in space.”  - LR

LEAH REID (b. 1985) writes vibrant compositions that examine 
the innermost nature of sounds. Her work is noted for its 
exploration of time, timbre, and texture. Reid holds a D.M.A. and 
M.A. in composition from Stanford University and a B.Mus from 
McGill University. She has won numerous awards, including the 
International Alliance for Women in Music’s Pauline Oliveros Prize 
for her piece Pressure, and the Film Score Award in Frame Dance 
Productions’ Music Composition Competition. Reid’s work is 
frequently performed throughout Europe and North America, with 
notable premieres by the Jack Quartet, Sound Gear, Talea, Yarn/
Wire, and McGill’s Contemporary Music Ensemble. Her works 
have been presented at festivals and conferences including the 
International Computer Music Conference (ICMC), Acousmatic 
Transcendence: A Feast of Diffusion, Forgotten Spaces: 
EuroMicrofest, EviMus, the San Francisco Tape Music Festival, 
the Tilde New Music Festival, the Society for Electro-acoustic 
Music in the United States National Conference (SEAMUS), the 
International Festival for Innovations in Music Production and 
Composition (iFIMPaC), and the University of Nebraska Kearney 
New Music Festival among others. Her principal teachers include 
Mark Applebaum, Jonathan Berger, Brian Ferneyhough, and 
Sean Ferguson. Reid’s music is available through Ablaze Records. 
Additional information may be found at www.leahreidmusic.com.

Nothing That Breathes is an eight-channel acousmatic composition 

that addresses the relationship between human beings and nature. 
The composition explores the archetypal theme of the “wind among 
the deities and the breath among vital functions” suggested in the 
Chandogya Upanishad (trans. Patrick Olivelle) and from the book 
of Ezekiel, “Say to the wind... Come from the four winds. O breath, 
and breathe upon these slain, that they may live...” (Chapter 37). 
Sustained sonorities symbolizing the omnipresence of wind are 
integrated with fugacious events representing individual breaths. 
The contrapuntal cohabitation of breath (individual moments) and 
wind (life) suggests a larger theme: our lives are not completely 
within our own hands. Drawing from this, the ternary composition 
contrasts destruction with the renewal of life. Nothing That 
Breathes was commissioned by ASCAP/SEAMUS in 2014. -JNIII

JOHN NICHOLS III’s compositions are regularly performed 
nationally and internationally, and have been awarded prizes such 
as Grand Luigi Russolo Prize & 1st Luigi Russolo Prize in the XXVIII 
Luigi Russolo International Sound Art Competition (2014, France, 
Spain), First Prize Absolute in the “Città di Udine” International 
Composition Competition – Tenth Edition, Electro-Acoustic 
Category (2014, Italy), First Prize in the ASCAP/SEAMUS Student 
Commission Competition (2014, USA), First Prize in the Workshop 
On Computer Music and Audio Technology International Phil Winsor 
Young Composers Competition (2013, Taiwan), and most recently 
Finalist in Exhibitronic (2015, France) resulting in the pressing of 
his composition “Amovi Alaan” to vinyl. In fall 2015, he toured the 
southeast US performing his work at professional conferences 
in Florida, Texas, Kentucky, and Virginia. His compositions were 
also performed at international events Korea, Argentina, France, 
and Italy during this period. Besides the Exhibitronic label, his 
compositions are published on Musique & Recherches (Belgium), 
SEAMUS (USA), Monochrome Vision (Russia), and ABLAZE 
Records (Austrailia/USA). Nichols’ work was recently jury selected 
for performance at the SEAMUS Conference at Georgia Southern 
University this February. His final doctoral defense at the University 
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign is also scheduled for Spring 2016.

Voyage to the Magnetosphere Part I takes inspiration 
from N.A.S.A’s Voyager II spacecraft sent to study planetary 
bodies. The composition begins as Voyager II prepares to leave 
Earth on August 20, 1977, from Cape Canaveral, Florida aboard 
a Titan-Centaur rocket. A huge amount of energy is required 
to leave our atmosphere so the piece erupts. Once the rockets 
burn out energy usage subsides, Voyager II’s initial propulsion 
being sufficient to travel through a gravity free environment.
Space being void of sound the composition looks inward. Voyager 
II was fitted with a “time capsule”: a gold disc. The disc is filled 
with data relating to Earth, including music, sounds of Earth and 
greetings. For this piece spectral analysis of the disc’s Earth 
Sounds was employed to estimate each sound’s harmonic 
content. These were used to dictate the pitch events that occur 
during voyager’s travel from Earth; dominance of tones was used 
to decide note length. The drone pulse throughout represent 
Voyager’s radioisotope thermoelectric generators. - AG

ANDY GRALEY (see p. XX)

‘Aphâr. ‘Aphâr is an Hebrew word that means “dust”. This 
video is inspired on two passages of the Old Testament:

In the beginning, God created the heavens and the 
earth. The earth was without form and void.
(Genesis 1)

Jacob had a dream: He saw a stairway erected on the earth 
with its top reaching to the heavens. The angels of God were 
going up and coming down it and the Lord stood at its top. […] 
He said: Your descendants will be like the dust of the earth. 
(Genesis 28)
- JPO

JOÃO PEDRO OLIVEIRA completed a PhD in Music at the 
University of New York at Stony Brook. His music includes one 
chamber opera, several orchestral compositions, a Requiem, 
3 string quartets, chamber music, solo instrumental music, 
electroacoustic music and experimental video. He has received 
numerous prizes and awards, including three Prizes at Bourges 
Electroacoustic Music Competition, the prestigious Magisterium 
Prize in the same competition, the Giga-Hertz Special Award, 1st 
Prize in Metamorphoses competition, 1st Prize in Yamaha-Visiones 
Sonoras Competition, 1st Prize in Musica Nova competition, etc.. He 
is Professor at Federal University of Minas Gerais (Brazil) and Aveiro 
University (Portugal). He published several articles in journals, and 
has written a book about analysis and 20th century music theory.

Ictus combines rapid gestural motions with moments 
of relative clarity/calmness. The work was composed 
at the University of North Texas in 2015. - MSS

MICHAEL STERLING SMITH is a composer and guitarist based in 
Denton, Texas. He holds a Bachelor of Music from the University of 
Delaware and a Master of Music from the University of Florida. His 
works have recently been performed by the Quanta Quartet on their 
Australian tour, at the SCI conference at EKU, the NASA conference, 
the International Saxophone Symposium, the Westfield New Music 
Festival, and by the Dissonart ensemble in Greece. In 2010 he was 
awarded with an Individual Artist Fellowship from the Delaware 
Division of the Arts. Michael is a team member of the Score Follower/
Incipitsify youtube channel. He has studied composition under 
Jennifer Barker, Paul Richards, Panayiotis Kokoras and is currently 
pursuing his doctoral degree at the University of North Texas.

Tape/Machine (see p. XX)

OLIVER CARMAN (see p. XX)

Hyperesthesia. Hyperesthesia is a condition that involves an 
abnormal increase in sensitivity to stimuli of the sense. Therefore, 
such as in a hyperesthesia crisis, all stimuli in the music (even 
the smallest) changes the general atmosphere or triggers larger 
gestures. Hyperesthesia was a selected piece in Destellos 
Electronic Composition Competition and received the First Prize 
in Eduardo Bertola Electronic Composition Competition. -LO

LEVY OLIVEIRA (b. 1993) is a Brazilian composer. He 
studies composition at the Federal University of Minas 
Gerais. He has been oriented by Oiliam Lanna, Rogério 
Vasconcellos and João Pedro Oliveira. His music has 
been played in important festivals, most recently, Monaco 
Electroacoustique 2015 (Monaco/Monaco), MUSLAB 2015 
(Mexico City/Mexico) and in JIMEC 2015 (Amiens/France). 

CENIZAS DEL TIEMPO (2015) is an quadraphonic electroacoustic 
with video work composed of three main sections with a brief 
introduction. The piece was inspired by the idea that time ceases 
his ashes in our lives, gradually our being is consumed and the 
same thing happens with the materials and the sound-image 
objects. Also, expresses the experience of time in a city where 
everything occurs very quickly. In the work referential sounds 
and images of urban environments are perceived: one of them 
is the bandoneon (subtly and not so recognizable), representing 
the city where I live; moreover, samples from different ashtrays 
(place where lie some ashes) developed as more abstract 
images and sounds through processed and over-processed. 
The interaction between the different sound and image objects 
(concrete and abstract, tonics and non-tonics) create drama and 
expressiveness of the work, making a focal counterpoint to the 
different layers, while the live sound is gradually transforming; 
timbral structures of simple to complex and vice versa. - DRR

DEMIAN RUDEL REY (Argentina, 1987). Composer and guitarist. He 

is a graduate in guitar at the EMBA and at the Conservatory of Music 
“Astor Piazzolla”. In 2014 he completed his Degree in Composition 
at the UNA (Universidad Nacional de las Artes - National University 
of Arts). He is currently studying a Masters in Combined Artistic 
Languages at the UNA (2015). He was awarded in COREAR 2011, 
TRINAC 2012, TRIME 2012, FINM 2012, BIENAL Bahía Blanca 2013, 
SADAIC 2013, conDiT 2014, in the “Primer Encuentro de Música 
Contemporánea” at the National University of Arts (Argentina, 
2014), TRINAC 2015, Fundación Destellos 2015 and FAUNA 
Artistic Festival 2015. It has also been selected to participate in 
the MUSLAB 2014 y 2015 (Mexico), in the Interensemble 30X30 
2015 (Italy), in the 41st ICMC 2015 (USA), in the SIRGA Festival 2015 
(Spain), in the Ciclo Imagen & Resonancia III 2015 (Argentina), in 
the Bahía[in]sonora Festival 2015 (Argentina), EMUFest 2015 (Italy), 
XI JAMCI 2015 (Argentina), Fundación Destellos 2015 (AR-FR-
BE-SP) and Festival Zèppelin 2015 (Spain).. He has participated 
as Live Sampling Player in “Les Chants de l’Amour” by Gerard 
Grisey in Usina del Arte (2013) and in “Das Mädchen mit den 
Schwefelhölzern” by Helmut Lachenmann in the Teatro Colón 
(2014). He is the co-founder and the co-director of LINSEN Media 
Productions (since 2013) and he is member of the GEAM ensemble 
(since 2014), where is developed as a composer. Currently, he 
works as one of the coordinators of the Bahía[in]sonora Festival.

Let The Rain Kiss You is a short piece for trombone and 
electronics, which takes inspiration from the poem ‘April 
Rain Song’ by Langston Hughes. The electronics create an 
atmospheric landscape with reference to the rain that is the 
basis of the poem, whilst the trombone both merges and floats 
above the electronic texture. The structure of the poem relates 
to the fragmentary phrase construction of the trombone line 
by acting as an unspoken vocalization of the prose. – G-EM

GRACE-EVANGELINE MASON currently studies composition 
at the Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester, where she 
holds a scholarship. Her music has been played by members 
of NYOGB, Manchester Camerata, BBC Symphony Orchestra, 
the Aurora Orchestra, BBC singers and JRNCM Symphony 
Orchestra in venues such as the Royal Festival Hall, Tate Britain, 
The Sage, BBC Maida Vale Studios and Birmingham Symphony 
Hall and as part of the New Music North West Festival.
She Won BBC young composer of the year 2013 and has 
subsequently had her music played as part of the BBC proms 
and broadcast on BBC radio 3 as well as being a composer 
in the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain 2014.

Alchemical is an exploration of the musical characteristics of 
metallic sounds, particularly in relation to our everyday experiences 
of metallic objects. The pitch inherent in metallic timbres, normally 
ignored in our daily lives, is emphasized as a musical quality. 
Morphologies, which we normally relate to a human or mechanical 
action, take on an autonomous energy of their own. Alchemical both 
embraces and subverts our everyday experiences of metal objects, 
transforming the familiar and the mundane into the musical. - MH

MITCHELL HERRMANN is a composer of electroacoustic 
music studying at Oberlin College and Conservatory in Ohio. 
Herrmann’s compositions have been particularly influenced 
by his study of phenomenology, and his paper on the topic will 
be published in the British journal Organised Sound. He is the 
winner of several awards, including the Marshall Scholarship, the 
Franz Liszt Scholarship, and the Klang International Competition. 
His music has been performed around the world, from Seoul 
to New York to Buenos Aires. In addition to his work in music, 
Herrmann is a documentary filmmaker and video artist. His 
website may be found at www.mitchellherrmann.com.

Ice Breaker (see p. XX)
MANUELLA BLACKBURN (see p. XX)
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Workers’ Union  .............................. Louis Andriessen

Castaway .......................................................Daniel Fallon

Workers Union was originally written for the orchestra De 
Volharding (Perseverance), in which I myself figured as a pianist at 
that time.

This piece is a combination of individual freedom and severe 
discipline: its rhythm is exactly fixed; the pitch, on the other hand, is 
indicated only approximately, on a single-lined stave.
It is difficult to play in an ensemble and to remain in step, sort of thing 
like organising and carrying on political action. - LA



LOUIS ANDRIESSEN was born in Utrecht in 1939 into a musical 
family: his father Hendrik, and his brother Jurriaan were established 
composers in their own right. Andriessen studied with his father 
and Kees van Baaren at the Hague Conservatory, and between 
1962 and 1964 undertook further studies in Milan and Berlin with 
Luciano Berio. Since 1974 he has combined teaching with his work 
as a composer and pianist. He is now widely regarded as the leading 
composer working in the Netherlands today and is a central figure in 
the international new music scene.

From a background of jazz and avant-garde composition, Andriessen 
has evolved a style employing elemental harmonic, melodic and 
rhythmic materials, heard in totally distinctive instrumentation. His 
acknowledged admiration for Stravinsky is illustrated by a parallel 
vigour, clarity of expression, and acute ear for colour. The range of 
Andriessen’s inspiration is wide, from the music of Charles Ives in 
Anachronie I, the art of Mondriaan in De Stijl, and medieval poetic 
visions in Hadewijch, to writings on shipbuilding and atomic theory in 
De Materie Part I. He has tackled complex creative issues, exploring 
the relation between music and politics in De Staat, the nature 
of time and velocity in De Tijd and De Snelheid, and questions of 
mortality in Trilogy of the Last Day.

Louis Andriessen was awarded Composer of the Year Award by 
Musical America in 2010. He won the 2011 Grawemeyer Award for 
Music Composition for his opera La Commedia, which was released 
on CD and DVD by Nonesuch in 2014.

DANIEL FALLON (see p.xx)

THE GUILD SOUND COLLECTIVE is a student ensemble at the 
University of Liverpool conducted by Rod Skipp. It is open to all 
and welcomes everyones regardless of age or affiliation with the 
University. To join in please visit: www.opencircuitfestival.co.uk/gsc 
and register your place. 

ROD SKIPP has extensive experience as a teacher, orchestral and 
chamber musician. As a perfomer, Roderick has played with the 
Orchestra of Opera North, Ensemble 10/10, Swansea City Opera, the 
British Philharmonic Concert Orchestra, Darwin Ensemble Chamber 
Orchestra and is currently Principal cellist with Skipton Camerata. 
He has also appeared on the X Factor and Songs of Praise. He is 
currently cello tutor on the In Harmony education project, based in 
Liverpool and in association with the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic 
Orchestra, which aims to use music to enhance the lives of primary 
school children who live in one of the most deprived areas of the city.




